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DESCRIPTION 

Ultrasound elastography a new collection of imaging modalities for measuring tissue elasticity is useful for diagnosing and evaluating a 

variety of diseases. Because of its enhanced portability, lower cost, and better technology, ultrasound examination of musculoskeletal illness 

has grown in popularity.The advancement of US machines in focused and real-time high-resolution imaging has simplified diseases diagnosis

in delicate soft tissues including tendons, ligaments, and nerve structures easier. Furthermore, high-frequency diagnostic ultrasonography 

has the potential to increase the accuracy of neuromuscular, musculoskeletal, and interventional pain specialists diagnosis and therapy. 

 

Musculoskeletal diseases were diagnosed using ultrasound. Hypoechoic, hyper vascular, calcific and tissue-discontinuous findings are some 

of the most common US findings for MSK damage. Elastography of soft tissue was first documented in a clinical report in 1993. Lesion 

detection, fibrosis staging, therapy monitoring, and vascular imaging are among the applications that are growing in popularity. More 

improved machine development in the United States could lead to more lesion detection. Physical, emotional, psychological, and social 

aspects are frequently interspersed in chronic MSK pain situations. Serotonin, glutamate, lactate, and pyruvate could be used as biomarkers 

in localized chronic myalgias. 

 

Non pharmacologic methods for chronic pain management include psychotherapy and biofeedback exercises. Non-steroidal anti-

inflammatory medicines, mild opioids, selective tricyclic antidepressants, serotonin reuptake inhibitors, anticonvulsants, and topical 

treatments including lidocaine, diclofenac, and capsaicin are some of the pharmacologic choices. Surgery and drug injections (e.g., local 

anaesthetics, corticosteroids, sclerosing agents, hyaluronic acid, autologous blood, platelet-rich plasma, ozone, normal saline, and dextrose 

prolotherapy) are among the additional treatment options. 

 

Because of their anti-inflammatory properties corticosteroids are the most commonly utilized medications for interventional chronic pain  
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control despite the fact that they have no direct effect on the functional features of the condition being treated or the handicap it produces.   

Because it replicates the mending processes, platelet-rich plasma has become useful in the treatment of sports-related injuries. In patients 

with acute muscle injuries, recently showed no benefits of intramuscular platelet-rich plasma injections compared to a placebo. Many 

injectable medications have shown to be effective in treating patients nevertheless more high-quality randomized controlled studies are 

needed to optimize and define the role of injected therapies. 

 

Despite the fact that they have no direct influence on the functional characteristics of the disorder being treated or the handicap it causes 

corticosteroids are the most often used drugs for interventional chronic pain control due to their anti-inflammatory qualities. Platelet-rich 

plasma has found application in the treatment of sports-related injuries because it mimics the healing processes. Although several injectable 

drugs have been found to be beneficial in treating patients, more high-quality randomized controlled studies are needed to optimize and 

define the role of injected therapies a detailed study on persistent MSK pain in the limbs. They provide clear and comprehensive information 

about complex MSK illnesses. They generated sonographic graphics and demonstrated extensive familiarity with MSK situations as a result 

of their dedicated hard work. Chronic MSK discomfort has numerous reasons. Although there are many ways to diagnose MSK, the 

treatment options may be more delicate and tailored to the individual patient. The United States is advantageous in many ways and 

encourages interventional therapy. Patients with chronic MSK discomfort benefit from ultrasound-guided procedures because they are more 

reliable and safer. 
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